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Many travellers will plan their tour for selected locations globally in holiday vacations. They should
once visit Delhi also with taking cheap flights from London United Kingdom. The capital of India
presents some exotic places for tourists that have a well know history of India. Delhi is metropolitan,
financial, and industrial region of India. Whether they are younger, older or elder, city is familiar for
each to entertain various things. You can see the high flow of visitors from over the worldwide. The
world-famous site has one of the many popular places to visit and for shopping you can get easily
various types of malls. Sometimes visitors can entertain cultural festivals such as Holi, Depawali,
and Onam etc. 

Visitors who want to explore worthwhile places of India they should start from Delhi. There could be
seen all religions and various cultural events and festivals, and they can fell behavior of different
cultures. If you have tour of couple of days and planning explore India, you should always design
trip from Delhi. This is suggestion for travellers they should need to plan with help of tour guide that
will be helpful for them. Most visited places of Delhi are-

India Gate-â€“ India Gate is a well-known memorial situated in Central Delhi. India Gate was designed
and built by Edwin Lutyen in 1931. It is the part of memories of Indian soldiers who died in 1st world
war by British Empire. Since the year 1971, Amar Jawan-Jyoti (The flame of the immortal warrior) is
lighten up under this. Donâ€™t forget to see India Gate, when you visit Delhi.

The Lotus Temple- â€“ Lotus temple is lovely peaceful place of worship. The design structure of this
place is like Lotus flower. It was built in 1986 and attracts the people to deliver its greatness from
worldwide. There is no restriction to taking religions, visiting place for everyone. But there is some
rule before entering inside the temple.  Footwear is not allowed there. You will get there a peaceful
environment and need to sit without talking to each other and just pray to God silently.

The Red Fort- â€“ Red Fort is also tourist attraction and now it declared as worldâ€™s heritage site by
UNESCO.  Red Fort was originally referred as Qila-i-Mubarak. It was the home of imperial peoples
and was built by ShahJahan. The two heavy gates for entering this attractive monument are Lahore
and Delhi Darwaza.

The Qutub Minar â€“ Qutub Minar is famous attraction of Indian heritage. The Minar is surrounded by
abandon with green garden. Qutub Minar has been most favorite site for tourists. Around 3.9 million
visitors visit Minar in every year, an ideal place of tourists. It was built completely in 1386 by
Iltutmish while its construction was started by Qutab-ud-din Aibak. Total 379 steps and height is
72.5 meters.

The other newly constructed Indira Gandhi International airport in Delhi was fourth best rated airport
in the worldwide in 2010. It is busiest airport of India. Visitors can get airlines from worldwide due to
famous Indian airport and all top airlines are operating services from every corners of the world.
Being the top destination, many airlines provide cheap flights to Delhi.
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Smith - About Author:
Dear Flight is offering a cheap flights to Delhi India, Delhi flights from London all airports with
various airlines. Search and browse a flights to Delhi from London, Heathrow, Manchester and also
other airports.
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